
 
 

   
 

The below will apply if GotSport is not fully functional by Friday at 10am: 
 
For FSPL & Sunshine Conference/Academy: 
 
Please use this blank game report for your upcoming scheduled matches: 

- Fill out the top portion with Date, Time, Field Name, League/Tournament Name.  
- Each team needs to type or write in each player name, ID number, and date of birth. Referees 

will check player passes as usual. Ensure referees also fill out their names.  
- Excel version: https://www.fysa.com/assets/56/6/Blank_Game_Report_Excel.xlsx  
- PDF version: https://www.fysa.com/assets/56/6/Blank_Game_Report_PDF.pdf  

 
 
All players for League competitions must have a pass card. The game will be played automatically under 
Review if a player does not have a pass card at the fields. For players who were unable to have passes 
printed due to GotSport going down, teams will be required to fill out and submit the attached waiver 
to participate.  Eligibility will be checked for any player with a pass card that does not match the rest of 
the team. Teams must submit waivers and inform FYSA via email (Christian Velasquez 
<cvelasquez@fysa.com>) within an hour of the match with a photo of the match card and denote the 
player(s) in question. The Player Pass Waiver can be accessed here: 
https://www.fysa.com/assets/56/6/Player_Pass_Waiver.pdf  
 
Any team who is found to play an ineligible player during this time will forfeit the match, be assessed a 
$1,000 fine and will be disqualified from the tournament. (No Exceptions) 
 
 
FSPL and Sunshine Conference 

- If games are scheduled, they will be played as originally scheduled. Please follow the 
instructions above for game reports and player/coach passes. 

- If you need help contacting your opponent, please reach out to us at cvelasques@fysa.com for 
Sunshine Conference and gdegregorio@fysa.com for FSPL 
 

Score Reporting 
- After the game, both coaches will sign the Game Report and take a picture of the document 

(both teams need to keep it for their records).  
- Once GotSport is operational, the Home Team will upload the completed Game Report into the 

system 
- Please ensure a picture is taken of the game report so it can be uploaded once GotSport is 

operational  
- The deadline to submit game reports/scores will be extended 
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